Four distinct conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in four-beam interference are introduced and described. By maximizing the absolute contrast subject to an equal contrast condition, lithographically useful interference patterns are found. Each condition is described in terms of the corresponding constraints on the plane wave wave vectors, polarizations, and intensities. The resulting locations of global intensity maxima, minima, and saddle points are presented. Subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast are also developed. Three lattices are treated for each condition: simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered cubic.
Introduction
Photonic crystal technology offers the potential of lossless control of the propagation of light at microelectronic and nanoelectronic size scales [1] . This technology may be instrumental in producing the first truly dense integrated photonic circuits and systems. Numerous important physical characteristics have already been demonstrated. These phenomena include the photonic bandgap [1] , the superprism effect [2] [3] [4] , negative refraction [5, 6] , and negative diffraction [7] [8] [9] . Individual components that have been demonstrated include waveguides [10, 11] , resonators [12] [13] [14] [15] , filters [15] [16] [17] [18] , waveguide couplers [19] [20] [21] [22] , directional couplers [23] , demultiplexers [24] , antennas [25] , switches [26] , and sensors [27] . There are a number of techniques currently used to fabricate photonic crystal structures and devices. Some of these are two-photon polymerization [28, 29] , focused-ion-beam etching [30] , self-assembly [31] [32] [33] , optical lithography [34] [35] [36] , and e-beam lithography [35, [37] [38] [39] . A relatively new technique for defining the photoresist mask and polymer templates used to construct photonic crystal structures is multibeam-interference lithography (MBIL) [40] [41] [42] . By interfering two or more coherent beams of light, periodic interference patterns can be created and are used to expose and define photosensitive materials to be used as etching masks or templates.
Previously, specific configurations of wave vectors were presented that produce interference patterns with the symmetry of all 14 three-dimensional Bravais lattices through the interference of four noncoplanar beams [43, 44] . To produce a lithographically useful pattern, Cai et al. [44, 45] introduced a concept of uniform contrast defined by two requirements: (1) contrast of the interference terms should be the same for multiple primitive lattice directions and (2) the absolute contrast should be as large as possible. Within four-beam interference, constraints on the intensities and polarizations of the individual beams have been given to satisfy the uniform contrast condition. However, in the literature there is no complete treatment of uniform contrast itself.
Here we introduce four conditions for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts to describe the contrast in four-beam interference for producing lithographically useful interference patterns. A brief description of multibeam interference is given as a basis for the subsequent discussion of four-beam interference. The concept of uniform contrast is also described. The new nomenclature, conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts, and a symbolic designation C ðmÞ n are introduced to provide a definitive description of the resulting interference patterns. For each condition for primitive-latticevector-direction equal contrasts, a thorough mathematical description is given including the required constraints on the plane wave parameters, the resulting locations of the maxima, minima, and saddle points within the unit cell of the periodic interference pattern, and subordinate conditions for maximum absolute contrast. Within each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts, three lattices are treated (simple cubic, face-centered cubic, and body-centered cubic) with tables presenting the plane wave parameters and the maximum absolute contrast for each case.
Multibeam Interference
The time-average electric field intensity that is due to the interference of N linearly polarized, monochromatic plane waves can be expressed as
where the DC intensity term (I 0 ), interference coefficients (V ij ), polarization efficiency factors (e ij ), and spatial cosine wave vectors (G ji ) are given by
respectively. The terms E i ,ê i , k i , and ϕ i are the electric field amplitude, polarization vector, wave vector, and initial phase, respectively, of the ith plane wave. For this analysis, the initial phases of the interfering beams are set to zero (ϕ i ¼ 0). This constraint guarantees that a set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) are located at the lattice points whose origin is at r ¼ 0. Nonzero initial phases merely translate the locations of these intensity extrema.
Four-Beam Interference
In general, the interference of four linearly polarized, monochromatic planes waves will produce a three-dimensional, periodic interference pattern.
The primitive basis vectors a, b, and c are used to define the translational symmetry of the desired interference pattern. The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors A, B, and C are expressed as
A set of four wave vectors that will produce an interference pattern with the translational symmetry given by a, b, and c is found by locating the circumcenter (P) of a pyramid (tetrahedron) defined in terms of the three reciprocal lattice vectors A, B, and C as
The four recording wave vectors are then given by
Unlike the three-beam case [46] , the choice of the primitive basis vectors determines the wavelength required to produce the desired interference pattern. The recording wavelength needed has a magnitude of λ ¼ 2π=jPj. Given this methodology, it is clear that different sets of primitive basis vectors that define the same translational symmetry will produce different sets of recording wave vectors. While the translation symmetry of each will be identical, the locations of symmetry elements and stationary points within the interference pattern will differ. Equation (1) can be written in the case of fourbeam interference as
The expression results in a DC intensity term and six spatial cosines corresponding to the six interferingbeam pairs. It should be noted that there is a fundamental relationship between the desired reciprocal lattice vectors and the spatial cosine wave vectors. G 21 , G 31 , and G 41 are equal to A, B, and C, respectively, while G 32 , G 42 , and G 43 are equal to ðB − AÞ, ðC − AÞ, and ðC − BÞ, respectively. Here we treat three lattices: simple cubic, facecentered cubic, and body-centered cubic. Using the above methodology, the required recording wave vectors are calculated for the desired translational symmetry given by its primitive lattice vectors. Table 1 summarizes the primitive lattice vectors and the calculated wave vectors. The recording wave vector term k o is defined as 2π=λ ¼ jPj.
Contrast
Proper selection of the recording wave vectors, k i , has been shown to produce interference patterns with the translational symmetry of all 14 Bravais lattices [43] . The usefulness of an interference pattern for lithography can be improved by systematically selecting the plane wave parameters of the recording beams. This is done most often through nonlinear optimization by maximizing the absolute contrast of the interference pattern for which the absolute contrast is defined as
The nonlinear constraints applied during the optimization determine the locations of symmetry elements and saddle points within the unit cell of the periodic interference pattern. Lithographically speaking, these determine the shape of the intensity contours that will define the final structures. Within fourbeam interference, there is one set of nonlinear constraints that has been applied during the optimization process and is referred to in the literature as the uniform contrast condition [44, 47] . These lithographically useful interference patterns are produced by choosing the plane wave parameters such that all six interference coefficients V ij are equal. Mathematically, the resulting interference patterns have equal contrasts in the three primitive lattice vector directions (a, b, c) from each lattice point. If the assumption about including all six interference coefficients is relaxed, a more fundamental and complete understanding of multibeam interference is possible while still achieving equal contrasts in more than one primitive lattice vector direction. That is, all six interference coefficients do not have to be equal and positive. Avoiding the previously ambiguous terminology of uniform contrast [44] [45] [46] , a more descriptive nomenclature is introduced here, namely, condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. In actuality, multiple conditions for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts exist for MBIL including the four-beam interference case treated here. For three-dimensional periodic interference patterns produced through four-beam interference, there are six spatial cosines as described by Eq. (6). However, only three are required to produce three-dimensional periodicity. Consequently, four conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts exist. Based on the current research, a symbolic designation C ðmÞ n is introduced to differentiate between the various conditions for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. Quantity n represents the total number of interfering beams and m the number of nonzero interference coefficients (number of interfering beam pairs). Consequently, the resulting nonzero interference coefficients V ij of Eq. (6) are denoted by V ðmÞ n similarly. In our previously published work for three-beam interference [46] , a second uniform contrast condition was introduced along with the original uniform contrast condition. However, given the new nomenclature and symbolic designation introduced in this work, a more complete description is denoted by C ð3Þ 3 and C ð2Þ 3 for the first and second uniform contrast conditions, respectively, for three-beam interference [46] .
Considering our previous work [46] and work that is presented here, it is important to note the relationships between the interference coefficient V ðmÞ n and the absolute contrast V abs . This suggests that configurations of wave vectors and polarizations can result in interference coefficients that are positive or negative. The physical meaning of this statement is as follows: If a configuration satisfies a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and results in a positive interference coefficient, V ðmÞ n > 0, volumes of high intensity surround the lattice points. Similarly, if a configuration satisfies a condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and results in a negative interference coefficient, V ðmÞ n < 0, volumes of low intensity surround the lattice points. However, regardless of the sign or magnitude of the interference coefficient, V ðmÞ n , determined by the polarization states and amplitudes of the recording beams, the intensity contours will be identical (but differ in intensity value) provided the recording wave vectors remain unchanged. Consequently, another superscript can be added to the given symbolic designation to describe more accurately the interference pattern resulting in AE C ðmÞ n where AE denotes either a positive or a negative interference coefficient. This concept of positive and negative interference coefficients enables the pairing of the interference pattern with positive and negative photoresists in a manner analogous to pairing positive and negative photoresist with light-and dark-field masks in conventional lithography. Given a particular lithographic process chemistry, a designer has the ability to choose between these light-field and dark-field interference patterns.
For each lattice, a nonlinear optimization for maximizing absolute contrast is used here to determine the plane wave parameters while satisfying the nonlinear constraints given by each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. While subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast (V abs ¼ 1 with I min ¼ 0) are discussed, these subordinate conditions cannot always be satisfied. However, the nonlinear optimization nevertheless produces solutions that maximize the absolute 
contrast given a particular configuration of recording wave vectors. More detailed information regarding the approach used to determine these optimized parameters is described in the Appendix. The previously discussed uniform contrast condition within four-beam interference [44, 47] corresponds to a symbolic designation of C
4 . Each of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to an interfering beam pair) contributes to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
: ð8Þ
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and amplitudes of the recording beams [44] : : ð11Þ
4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) is located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r ¼ 0) and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) is located at the face centers of the primitive unit cell (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2, r ¼ a=2 þ c=2, r ¼ b=2 þ c=2). Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at the body center (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2 þ c=2) and edge centers (r ¼ a=2, r ¼ b=2, r ¼ c=2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the absolute contrast can be written in terms of the interference coefficient as
A. Subordinate Condition for Unity Absolute Contrast for − C
Two subordinate conditions also exist for unity absolute contrast (V abs ¼ 1 with and subsequent illustrations of the subordinate conditions for unity absolute contrast, the orientations of the polarizations are fixed relative to each other. However, the set of polarization vectors, as a whole, may have any arbitrary rotational orientation relative to the origin. In these illustrations, the specific orientation of the set of polarizations is chosen symmetrically with respect to the Cartesian axes for ease of visualization. 
4 are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. Intensity contours for each solution are also illustrated in Fig. 2 with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed. A second condition for primitive-lattice-vectordirection equal contrasts [C
4 ] occurs when five of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering beam pairs) contribute to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and amplitudes of the recording beams: 
Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient can be written in terms of the polarization efficiency factors as :
ð18Þ
4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) is located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r ¼ 0) and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) is located at a face center of the primitive unit cell (r ¼ b=2 þ c=2). Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at r ¼ a=2 þb=4 þ 3c=4, r ¼ a=2 þ 3b=4 þ c=4, the edge centers (r ¼ a=2, r ¼ b=2, r ¼ c=2), the body center (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2 þ c=2), and the rest of the face centers (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2, r ¼ a=2 þ c=2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the absolute contrast can be written in terms of the interference coefficient as
Two subordinate conditions also exist for unity absolute contrast (V abs ¼ 1 with (20) is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . (21) is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane wave parameters. Solutions for both − C
4 and þ C
4 are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. Intensity contours for each solution are also illustrated in Fig. 4 with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed. A third condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts [C
4 ] occurs when four of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering beam pairs) contribute to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
Applying this condition leads to the following set of constraints on the polarizations and amplitudes of the recording beams:
(polarization vectors are orthogonal), :
ð25Þ
4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) is located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r ¼ 0) and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) is located at r ¼ a=3 þ2b=3 þ c=2 and r ¼ 2a=3 þ b=3 þ c=2. Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at the edge centers (r ¼ a=2, r ¼ b=2, r ¼ c=2), body center (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2 þ c=2), and face centers (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2, r ¼ a=2 þ c=2, r ¼ b=2 þ c=2) of the primitive unit cell, and also at r ¼ a=3 þ 2b=3, and r ¼ 2a=3 þb=3. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the absolute contrast is written in terms of the interference coefficient as Lattice (27) is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . of the resulting polarization vectors described in Eq. (28) is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane wave parameters. Solutions for both − C
4 are summarized in Tables 6 and 7 , respectively. Intensity contours for each solution are also illustrated in Fig. 6 with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed. The fourth, and final, condition for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts [C
4 ] occurs when three of the six interference coefficients (corresponding to interfering beam pairs) contribute to the modulation of intensity within the interference pattern as
(polarization vectors are orthogonal),
Once these constraints are satisfied, the interference coefficient can be written in terms of the polarization efficiency factors as 
When C
4 is satisfied, one set of global intensity extrema (maxima or minima) is located at the lattice points (vertices of the primitive unit cell with the origin at r ¼ 0) and the other set of global intensity extrema (minima or maxima) is located at the body center of the primitive unit cell (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2 þ c=2). Additional stationary points (saddle points) occur at the edge centers (r ¼ a=2, r ¼ b=2, r ¼ c=2) and the face centers (r ¼ a=2 þ b=2, r ¼ a=2 þ c=2, r ¼ b=2 þ c=2) of the primitive unit cell. Given the locations of the intensity extrema, the absolute contrast can be written in terms of the interference coefficient as
Given a configuration of polarizations that satisfy Eqs. (30) and (31), the absolute contrast [or interference coefficient in Eq. (32)] can be maximized by setting the electric field ratio E 2 =E 1 equal to 
The interference coefficient can then be rewritten solely in terms of polarization as 
4 in that the contours around intensity maxima and minima are identical (differing only in intensity value). This particular condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in three dimensions is similar to the condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in two dimensions designated as C ð2Þ 3 (previously referred to as the second uniform contrast condition in two dimensions) in this regard [46] . Given a bias intensity value of I b (where I min ≤ I b ≤ I max ), these two identical surfaces are described as
While the interference coefficient V
4 of a specific solution that satisfies C ð3Þ 4 will be positive or negative, this metric simply describes whether interference maxima or minima are located at lattice points (r ¼ 0 and all equivalent points in the periodic interference pattern). Two interference patterns with coefficients of V One subordinate condition exists for unity absolute contrast (V abs ¼ 1 with I min ¼ 0) for C (37) is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
A nonlinear optimization to maximize absolute contrast is used to determine the plane wave parameters. Solutions for C ð3Þ 4 are summarized in Table 8 . Intensity contours for each solution are also illustrated in Fig. 8 with volumes of higher intensity being enclosed.
Summary and Discussion
Optimized solutions for three different lattices with all four different conditions for primitive-latticevector-direction equal contrasts in three dimensions exhibiting the maximum possible absolute contrast have been given in Tables 3 through 8 . These tables provide guidelines for determining lithographic process parameters and enable choosing between processes based on positive-tone or negative-tone photoresists. The lithographic process Lattice will be easier to implement and will provide greater processing latitude when an interference pattern with the largest absolute contrast is used. From the quantitative descriptions of the conditions for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts and the illustrations of the intensity contours for the three lattices, a more qualitative description of the resultant interference patterns can be given. For the C 
4 . For the bodycentered cubic lattice, the absolute contrast ranges from 0.5 when satisfying þ C
4 to unity absolute contrast when satisfying − C
4 . We have presented four different conditions in the case of four-beam interference that will result in lithographically useful interference patterns suitable for lithographic processing. Four-beam interference also serves as a basis for determining and describing these interference patterns in terms of the crystallographic space groups that determine the symmetry of the patterns.
Appendix: Optimization Approaches
To maximize the absolute contrast, an objective function must be maximized (or minimized) under constraints given by the physical problem and by each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. In the most general of terms, this problem will have 12 variables and either 10 or 11 constraint equations (depending on the condition for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts). The 12 variables are the 12 Cartesian coordinates that describe each of the four polarization vectors aŝ 
Equations (A2) and (A3) constitute eight of the constraint equations (two for each recording wave vector). The final two or three constraint equations are determined by the condition for primitivelattice-vector-direction equal contrasts in Eq. (9) for C with the introduction of m Lagrange multipliers (λ i ). A subset of the stationary points of this unconstrained function, given by
is the solution to the constrained optimization problem. As described above, the constrained optimization problem of 12 variables and 10 or 11 constraint equations yields a Lagrangian function of 22 or 23 variables (constituting 10 or 11 Lagrange multipliers). condition for primitive-latticevector-direction equal contrasts.
For this work, however, we utilized a different approach that incorporates only four variables and two or three constraint equations. The four variables are the counterclockwise angular rotations (when looking antiparallel to the wave vector k i ), ψ i , of the vectorê i;0 ¼ẑ × k i ðA9Þ about k i , which corresponds to a polarization vector e i , for wave vector k i . This is accomplished by applying five rotational transformations toê i;0 . Given the rotational matrices for the counterclockwise angular rotation (when looking toward the origin) of the x, y, and z axes as R x ðαÞ, R y ðβÞ, and R z ðγÞ, respectively, ψ i describes the polarization vectorê i aŝ e i ¼ R z ð−ϕÞR y ð−θÞR z ð−ψÞR y ðθÞR z ðϕÞê i;0 ; ðA10Þ where θ and ϕ are the spherical coordinates of k i . By definition,ê i;0 andê i satisfy the orthogonality and normalized conditions, eliminating the need to incorporate the eight constraint equations given by Eqs. (A2) and (A3). The objective function, absolute contrast, is then calculated in terms of these four variables and maximized under the two or three constraint equations given by each condition for primitive-lattice-vector-direction equal contrasts. This results in a Lagrangian function of only six or seven variables (constituting two or three Lagrange multipliers). This approach resulted in a quicker and more stable implementation of the nonlinear optimization.
